Comparison of monocyte-derived dendritic cells from colorectal cancer patients, non-small-cell-lung-cancer patients and healthy donors.
Dendritic cells (DCs) are bone marrow-derived professional antigen presenting cells. Due to their role as potent inducers of immune responses, these cells are widely used as adjuvant in experimental clinical settings for cancer immune therapy. We have developed a DC-based vaccine using autologous blood monocytes loaded with allogeneic tumor cell lysate rich in cancer/testis antigens. This vaccine has at present been tested for activity in three phase II clinical trials including two cohorts of patients with advanced colorectal cancer (CRC) and one cohort of patients with advanced non-small-cell-lung-cancer (NSCLC). In the present paper we retrospectively compare the maturation profile based on surface marker expression on DCs generated from the three patient cohorts and between cancer patient cohorts and a cohort of healthy donors. Vaccines were generated under cGMP conditions and phenotypic profiles of DC were analyzed by flow cytometry and the obtained data were used as a basis to set guideline values for our quality control of GMP produced DC vaccines. Each vaccine batch was analyzed for the expression of the surface maturation and differentiation molecules CD14, CD1a, CD83, CD86, MHC class II and CCR7, and the optimal expression pattern is considered as CD14(low), CD1a, CD83(high), CD86(high), MHC class II(high) and CCR7(high). In accordance with data from other studies including other types of cancer patients, especially breast cancer patients, we found that the maturation status of the DC batches depends on cancer type and correlates with clinical status of cancer patients included.